
 

 

Request for Proposal 

Website Redesign for WashingtonPerformingArts.org 
 

Proposal Timeline 

 January 24  RFP Issued 

 January 24-31  You may submit questions to us by email 

 February 6  We will respond to your questions 

 February 15  Proposal delivered to us via email 

 February 15-March 1 We will evaluate proposals 

 March 14-20  Presentations, either via web or in Washington, D.C. 

 March 21-24  We will evaluate presentations and call references 

 March 27  Selection 

 March 28-31  Contract negotiations 

 

Project Start Date   April 3, 2023 

Project Completion  July 2023 

Responses are due via email to Scott Thureen, sthureen@washingtonperformingarts.org. 
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I. Project Description and Background 

a. Overview 

Washington Performing Arts seeks a digital agency to redesign 

WashingtonPerformingArts.org. Our primary goals are to strengthen our online presence; to 

showcase a compelling brand voice; to raise awareness for our performances on stage and 

in the community, resident gospel choirs, and educational programs; and to improve the 

patron and donor experience on the website. 

The new site must simplify design, architecture, and the user experience, allow for 

maximum flexibility and adaptability for mobile users and internal staff updating, and be 

accessible to users with varying abilities. The site should be attractive, dynamic, and 

functional. The current WashingtonPerformingArts.org does not sufficiently utilize analytics 

tracking and reporting, which should be integrated into the new site for monitoring 

effectiveness and measurement of traffic, digital marketing campaigns, and lead generation. 

Washington Performing Arts uses Tessitura for Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 

and must upgrade our current API from SOAP to REST to continue using the Tessitura 

database in its next required update. We seek a Tessitura-approved partner who can engage 

proactively with our staff (several of whom are new to the system) to ensure proper 

functionality. We hope to shift to Tessitura version 16 in time for our next subscription sales 

launch in late summer 2023. We want a developer who is confident in the proper testing 

and training we may need to navigate this change. 

Our site in its current design, architecture, and function was launched at the time of an 

institutional rebranding in 2014 and has been adapted and restructured in pieces over the 

years but has not experienced a full reboot in that time. There is no need to rethink the 

organization’s branding guidelines at this time, however a significant digital update to serve 

our design is vital to resolving internal and external dissatisfaction with 

WashingtonPerformingArts.org. 

 

b. About Washington Performing Arts 

Washington Performing Arts champions the arts as a unifying force. Through collaborations 

with artists, educators, community leaders, and institutional partners, we bring wide-

ranging artistic programs to stages, schools, and neighborhoods throughout our nation’s 

capital and, with our virtual platforms, share our work throughout the world. 

One of the most established and honored performing arts institutions in America, 

Washington Performing Arts has engaged for more than half a century with artists, 

audiences, students, and civic life. The city is truly our stage: for decades, in venues ranging 

from concert halls and clubs to public parks, we have presented a tremendous range of 

artists and art forms, from the most distinguished symphony orchestras to both renowned 

and emerging artists in classical music, gospel music, jazz, international genres, and more. 

We also have an ever-expanding artistic and educational presence on the internet, 



 

addressing programming challenges of this time of pandemic while envisioning ongoing 

opportunities for online connection and community in a post-COVID world. 

Washington Performing Arts deeply values its partnerships with local organizations and 

other arts institutions. Through events online and in myriad performance venues and 

neighborhoods, we engage international visiting artists in community programs and 

introduce local artists to wider audiences. We place a premium on establishing artists as a 

continuing presence in the lives of both young people and adults through residencies and 

education programs. 

Our achievements have been recognized with a National Medal of Arts and with three 

Mayor’s Arts Awards from the D.C. Government. We have now embarked upon our second 

half-century, ever inspired by the motto of our founder, Patrick Hayes: “Everybody in, 

nobody out.” 

c. Vision 

Our community is unified and enriched through vibrant performing arts experiences. 

 

d. Guiding Principles 

i. Cultivate Artists and Arts Patrons: Be the organization that artists want to 

partner with and that arts patrons trust for lifelong enjoyment and learning. 

ii. Pursue Inclusion: Seek, represent, and welcome a multiplicity of voices in 

everything we do. 

iii. Collaborate with Communities: Build strong partnerships with local, national, 

and international organizations to make the performing arts accessible to 

communities in the nation’s capital. 

iv. Build a Lasting Legacy: Balance risk-taking with fiscal rigor, sustaining a healthy 

organization that will last for generations. 

 

e. Organizational Diversity 

Washington Performing Arts is committed to diversity, equity, inclusion, and access in all aspects 

of our work. In keeping with our mission and guiding principles, we seek, represent, and 

welcome a multiplicity of voices in everything we do from programmatic content to the 

composition of our board and staff. Accordingly, we seek to build a team that reflects — and 

meets the needs of — the community we are part of and serve. While we have made important 

progress, we continue to pursue that goal through intentional, focused learning and action. 

Hiring a diverse workforce is but one component — we strive to make Washington Performing 

Arts ever more inclusive, and true to our founder’s guiding ethos of “everybody in, nobody out.” 

To gain the maximum benefit from our increasingly diverse team, we wish to make every 

employee feel welcome and motivated to do their best work. We know that we work better 

because of our differences, not despite them. 

f. Diversity Statement 

Washington Performing Arts subscribes to a policy of Equal Employment Opportunity 

and will not discriminate against any employee or applicant because of race, age, sex, 



 

color, sexual orientation, physical or mental disability, protected veteran status, religion, 

ancestry or national origin, marital status, genetic information, political affiliation, and 

gender identity or expression. In addition, the District of Columbia adds protection for 

marital status, personal appearance, sexual orientation, family responsibilities, 

matriculation, or political affiliation. Washington Performing Arts’ employment 

decisions are made based on the needs of the organization and qualifications of the 

applicants and employees. 

g. Our Audiences 

i. Arts attendees (single ticket buyers, subscribers, group sales) 

ii. Education program participants (educators, administrators, students in grades 

K-12) 

iii. Gospel Choir members (Men and Women of the Gospel Choir; Children of the 

Gospel Choir) 

iv. Donors and Friends (individual, corporate, major gifts, planned giving) 

v. Staff and Board of Directors, Junior Board, and Women’s Committee members 

 

h. Important Secondary Audiences 

i. D.C.-area artists (Mars Arts DC program participants and prospective 

participants) 

ii. Creative partners: artist managers, community organizations and venues  

iii. Media 

iv. Jobseekers, interns, consultants, and other talent 

 

i. Audiences Needs 

i. Our core audience contains patrons wishing to attend a high-quality arts 

performance. This group requires access to clear calendar and event details, and 

a mechanism to purchase their tickets. We provide ecommerce via the Tessitura 

database, and regularly work in partnership with area venues for ticket 

consignment in constant parallel with our own box office. Washington 

Performing Arts does not offer online print-at-home tickets as we and our 

venues operate separate database systems without ticket-scanning integration. 

(i.e.: we do not need a redesign of the online ticketing infrastructure.) At 

present, 61% of ticket sales are processed online.  

ii. Our second audience, donors, and Friends, have a higher-touch relationship 

with Washington Performing Arts, and must access content and opportunities 

through a member portal that delivers an optimal online experience. Interest in 

our performances and programs are the primary drivers of donations. At 

present, 36% of all contributing households use our website to make donations. 

The new website must centrally position the breadth of community impact and 

educational programs offered to engage current donors, and to attract future 

audiences and donors. Donation pages must be simplified to allow for 

prominent click-to-donate options, add-on donations, in-kind donation via PDF 

forms, as well as dedicated content sections to demonstrate impact of giving 

through written and visual storytelling. 



 

Beyond these ideas, below are specifics we want to achieve through the redesign of 

WashingtonPerformingArts.org. We recognize not all may be possible right away, but would like your 

thoughts on each of them: 

 Intuitive search functionality that is search engine and web crawler optimized, and with 

the ability to add search engine plug-in to administrative area 

• Priority for upcoming events on the homepage 

• Storytelling capabilities 

• Simplified informational architecture and navigation 

• User-friendly URLs and redirects 

• Ability to post and download forms and for users to securely submit forms  

• Fast download speeds and visual notification when pages load slower than 1.5 seconds 

• Site-wide alert capability  

• Overhaul of Accessibility  

• Log-in for patrons, supporters, and donors  

• Foreign language support 

• More dynamic wireframes that facilitate simply WYSIWYG publishing of multimedia 

content 

Storytelling and Institutional History: An area lacking on WashingtonPerformingArts.org that would 

support all audiences is storytelling. We have very little online content related to our two resident 

gospel choirs, our portfolio of more than 55 years of performance history, and artist and education 

programs. We lack a clear educational hub where educators and lifelong music fans can delve into 

resources, ideas, and Washington Performing Arts assets. We believe utilizing dynamic storytelling 

functionalities such as developing a blog, spotlighting organizational and Gospel Choir history through 

use of interactive timelines, sharing learning resources or lesson plans, and highlighting cross-cultural 

opportunities through our student Embassy Adoption Program are areas for future website content 

growth. 

Current Website 

For the 30-day period ending January 16, 2023, Google Analytics show:  

 36,744 Pageviews; 29,810 Unique Pageviews 

 14,553 users 

 18,995 sessions 

 74.83% bounce rate; 51.69% Exit 

 1.93 pages/session; 01:19 duration of average session 

 

II. Considerations for Redesign 

a. Balance: Washington Performing Arts is simultaneously a presenting organization, a 

major arts education partner with DC Public Schools, producer of a community gospel 

choir program for youth and adults, and a galvanizing force for local artists. 

Demonstrating prominence of these multiple facets will be a content design challenge. 

We have an active performance season (traditionally October-May), and many 



 

concurrent community and educational programs and must represent the fullness of 

activity in ways that both allow for deeper content dives where there is user interest, 

while not overwhelming the average homepage visitor. 

 

b. Simple Interface: Our current CMS is Umbraco, which has WYSIWYG functionality that is 

helpful for the average staffer who is not trained in HTML coding. The nature of our 

small staff is that there will need to be several content creators. A system where edits 

can be made and approved for publishing by several staff users is requested. We also 

seek simplicity in the design so that our team is not lost in modular elements, accordion 

designs or other formats which often generate lengthy pages with multiple components 

that fail to keep attention for the regular mobile user.  

 

c. Effective Search: Our current site search populates off-site results ahead of native 

results. The new search feature should be robust and prominent, allowing users to type 

in a word or phrase to find information on the site. It should provide results for a single 

word, combination of words, or the exact phrase searching using quotation marks. It 

also should auto correct and/or provide results that best match misspelled words or 

phrases. Users should be able to browse search results within different content types, 

such as documents (PDFs, Slideshares), event calendar, and pages. 

 

d. Overhaul of Accessibility: Outside of our own efforts to add alt text and change the 

color contrasts in some of our current on-page headings, WashingtonPerformingArts.org 

is sorely lacking in website accessibility. There is currently no way to scale fonts on each 

page. At minimum, the final design must comply with all requirements of Web Content 

Accessibility Guidelines. We require design expertise in this arena. 

 

e. Member Portal: We would like to explore options for a membership dashboard. This 

requires continued Tessitura integration. In addition to the information accessible 

within general patron log-in (ability to update contact information and change 

password), we would like members to access information such as their active and 

remaining benefits for a particular season, and password-protected or direct-link access 

to special virtual events.  

 

f. Homepage Preferences: The new website must be mobile responsive, with a similar 

user experience across all devices, whether on desktop, tablet, or mobile. Site 

navigation should be clear and concise. Visual media should be dynamic to encourage 

clicks. Secondary and tertiary content blocks should allow flexibility for multiple lines of 

critical text (ie: current layout does not allow us to promote one annual concert’s full 

name, “Living the Dream…Singing the Dream,” due to character limits). A homepage 

carousel should allow for a minimum of six rotating pieces of content. 

 



 

g. Calendar and Announcements: Our programs are plentiful and span a host of genres, 

times and locations. By nature, our site should encourage repeat visitors, and our 

calendar and announcement of events should be clear to entice users to dig further: if 

you like this, then you may enjoy that. We hope to centralize a calendar of happenings—

for content spanning presenting season, Mars Arts DC artists performances, gospel 

music engagements, and education events—on the homepage. We prefer utilizing filters 

that can allow for deeper exploration in content areas, whether events are free or paid. 

 

h. News and Announcements: We currently have a media page where press releases and 

statements. We would like automatic archive ability that is easily retrievable at a 

predefined time after publishing. In addition, we want to schedule related alerts to be 

published at a specific future date and time. We also would like the option for an across-

site alert functionality presented to users whether they land on the homepage or a 

secondary page. 

 

i. Video Content: We currently embed YouTube videos on production pages and do want 

to continue that. We do not anticipate using the website as a hub for regular live-

streamed performances but would like the option to host “simulcast” behind-the-scenes 

content on a dedicated webpage with registration. We are comfortable using a third-

party app like StreamYard, Zoom, or other platforms for this purpose. 

 

j. Image Content: We want to shift from a copy-heavy header image format to one that 

separates images from their title text/subheads. We prefer modules that allow for both 

vertical and horizontal video and images. We would like the option to showcase multiple 

headshots or group images of our staff, board, and committees in layout on pages. 

 

k. Blog, Podcast, Social Media Content: Our digital strategy is expanding to include deeper 

storytelling content that will include audio streaming and/or written blog content. 

Preference is to keep these elements native to WashingtonPerformingArts.org and not 

as microsites. We would like the option to embed social media feeds on certain pages to 

showcase patron-generated content, and the option to cross-post content from the 

CMS to our social networking accounts. 

 

l. Foreign Language Support: WashingtonPerformingArts.org does not currently have 

support for users who are less fluent in English. We work with international artists and 

embassies based in Washington as part of a major education initiative. We do not 

currently have staff resources to make these translations ourselves. 

 

III. Our Challenges 

Washington Performing Arts has an active, small staff with a wide scope of responsibilities. We will 

need you to help us prioritize our time with you as we integrate the website redesign process into 

our ongoing and evolving workloads, and as our core team navigates various levels of comfort and 

understanding with this digital strategy evolution. 



 

Our board and various committees are very engaged. Your project liaisons will ensure early focus 

groups include board members at the appropriate time during Discovery. Within these groups, there 

will be high levels of enthusiasm for the work, mission, and institutional legacy of Washington 

Performing Arts and varying levels of digital literacy. 

We will all benefit from clear descriptions of behind-the-scenes work to both manage our 

expectations and ensure we provide timely decisions and responses.  

 

IV. Additional Background 

Your core working group will include two people who represent a wider cross-organization 

group from marketing, advancement (fundraising), education, production and special 

programming, box office, and executive and staff leadership. You will work most closely with 

Scott Thureen (Creative Media and Analytics Manager) and Lauren Beyea (Director of 

Marketing, Communications, and Creative Media). All communications and approvals will flow 

through them, and they will do their best to provide consolidated and de-conflicted feedback 

from the wider Website Redesign Team. The wider team will provide regular input on specifics 

in discovery, working meetings, and testing functionality. 

Our communications staff primarily uses Asana for project collaborations, including website 

updates. We also regularly use Slack, Teams, Zoom, and other tools with outside consultants 

and vendors. Where necessary, we can adopt your preferred method of workflow 

communications.  

a. Microsites and Social Media Links  

The following is a list of where else Washington Performing Arts is actively engaged. 

i. 2023 Gala Fundraising Microsite: https://one.bidpal.net/globalgala/welcome 

ii. Facebook 

1. Main Handle: 

https://www.facebook.com/WashingtonPerformingArtsSociety/ 

2. Washington Performing Arts Gospel Choirs [inactive]: 

https://www.facebook.com/wpagospelchoirs 

3. Velocity DC Dance Festival [inactive]: 

https://www.facebook.com/velocityDC 

iii. Instagram:  

1. Main Handle: https://www.instagram.com/washingtonperformingarts/ 

2. Children of the Gospel Choir: 

https://www.instagram.com/childrenofthegospel 

iv. Twitter: https://twitter.com/WashPerformArts 

v. YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/@WashingtonPerformingArts 
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V. Website Design and Development 

Design and Content Assets 

 Washington Performing Arts branding and logo usage guidelines 

 Washington Performing Arts Editorial Style Guide 

 Washington Performing Arts will provide page copy for design 

 Washington Performing Arts will manage image and video licensing, approvals, alt 

text, and image credits 

 

The following scope does not include hosting costs or set up. We currently use AWS but 

could entertain moving if necessary. Any change in platform must be to a certified data 

center with redundant ISP providers, firewall protection, and backup power and redundant 

generator.  

 

a. Scope and Deliverables 

i. Research and Discovery:  

1. Evaluate existing website through heat mapping of homepage and 

current navigation and accessing historical site analytics. Collect 

information about actions taken on the homepage and subpages to 

review functionality as fits with user behavior.  

2. Interview department heads and key staff, initiate a stakeholder survey 

for validating goals and tasks for the new website. Consider small focus 

group consisting of representatives of the Board, Junior Board, 

Women’s Committee, donor, and patron communities. 

3. Document relationships between content for future use. 

 

ii. User Experience: Organization of the site will be functional and user-centered 

for ease of use by individuals and business. 

1. Review current purchase and donation pathways, and the event page 

Select Your Own Seat functionality. Provide an in-depth analysis of our 

users’ needs and expectations and determine what can be streamlined 

in redesign. 

2. Analyze the current site for usability on desktop, mobile, and tablet. 

Test interaction and identify issues with navigation and layout on 

desktop, tablet, and mobile. 

 

iii. Content Strategy 

1. Determine website architecture and navigation structure with 

functional top-level navigation and sub-level navigation tabs. Identify 

the content management system that is appropriate. 



 

2. Consider if you can offer any advanced training or assistance to help us 

with managing our content, working with users to write in a plain 

language style or review our existing content. 

3. Present a wireframe version of the proposed new website based on 

research and testing of the current site to develop homepage and 

interior page design concepts. 

 

iv. Design 

1. Organize site structure and establish look and feel for the site, including 

color schemes, graphic elements, and navigation tools. Determine all 

necessary templates for various functions. 

2. Mock-up two (2) design concepts for homepage and up to three (3) 

internal/secondary pages to be reviewed by Washington Performing 

Arts team.  

3. Implement suggestions in advance of final approvals from the 

Washington Performing Arts team.  

 

v. Site Development 

1. Develop server-side objects and components for website build. 

2. Create Washington Performing Arts scripts and controls, set up blank 

pages and transfer a small sampling of content. Commence user testing. 

3. Present to core team and iterate with discovery focus group, implement 

suggestions 

4. With an approved site plan and one-hour training on the use of the CMS 

with staff administrators, assist Washington Performing Arts web team 

with migrating existing and new content to the new site according to an 

agreed-upon timeline. Note: Given our limited current site map, we 

anticipate being able to migrate relevant existing content to the new 

website ourselves. Please indicate best practices/what is possible with 

your oversight. 

 

vi. CRM Integration 

1. With Washington Performing Arts Tessitura “super users,” ensure 

Tessitura v. 15 functionality within on-site log-in experience, purchase 

and donation paths, delivery of auto-generated emails for receipts, etc. 

2. Confirm REST API compliance for summer 2023 Tessitura v. 16 update.  

 

vii. Social Media Integration: Redesign should allow for simple embedding of audio, 

video, media, and social-networking applications with associated embed codes. 

It also should allow for share tools widgets on pages. 

 

viii. Analytics Integration: Washington Performing Arts is currently migrating to 

Google Analytics 4. We seek help with establishing our initial on-site page 

tagging for reporting. If possible within the CMS administrative center, we 



 

would like the option for reviewing, filtering, and exporting statistics by page or 

section and presenting the information in a graphical representation. 

 

ix. Quality Assurance: Perform comprehensive quality assurance testing, including 

stress and load testing. Monitor the health and usefulness of our site on 

multiple browsers and mobile devices. Washington Performing Arts staff will 

create a punch list of items to be completed before the site is finalized. Vendor 

must commit to ongoing maintenance and updating of the CMS and associated 

applications for the purposes of keeping the existing software current and 

introduce new functionality and applications. A site down emergency action 

plan will be initiated before launch. 

 

x. Launch: Install web applications and all object and components developed. Test 

and present end result to core team. After implementing final suggestions, 

receive approval for site launch date. Replace current site with new site at 

agreed upon date and time.  

 

xi. CMS Training and Documentation: We expect the awarded vendor to work 

closely with our key staff members to answer questions and give 

demonstrations on the new site features. Vendor will provide Washington 

Performing Arts staff with a user’s manual and site architecture.  

 

xii. Ongoing Support: We expect our core team to receive initial training, as well as 

ongoing support via help desk, and additional training as separate items in 

future. Preference will be given to vendors who provide support as an unlimited 

part of retainer services rather than a pay-per-use system that discourages 

questions and interaction. Include a strategy for the long-term management of 

the website’s architecture and Content Management System including:  

1. Review site usage statistics and provide suggestions for improvements 

on a bi-annual basis 

2. Maintenance of website architecture 

3. Technical support of CMS, including considerations for obtaining and 

installing updates 

4. Assistance with implementation of third-party software 

 

b. General Requirements 

Content Management System: Washington Performing Arts uses Umbraco version 

7.5.14. We are open to changing the CMS if necessary, but prefer one that has clear 

admin tools and WYSIWYG framework to ensure ease of use by staff who have limited 

HTML understanding. Any alternative CMS proposed should not be in beta or other 

early adopter technology, nor easily susceptible to hacking. The CMS will be accessible 

via external access. 

 



 

c. Budget: The budget for this project is not to exceed $80,000. Respondents may make 

note of any functionality items identified in this document that exceed the budget and 

provide a cost estimate.  

d. Timeline: We will review submitted proposals and hear presentations in February 

through March 2023 and anticipate a contracted project kick-off on April 3, 2023. Our 

ambitious timelines is as follows to coincide with our season subscription sales: 

i. April – conduct discovery 

ii. May – receive website design concepts and review final templates  

iii. June – begin initial testing, soft launch 

iv. July – go live  

These proposed benchmarks are approximate and may shift in partnership with our awarded 

Vendor.  

 

VI. Functionality 

The following list (in no order or priority) of existing features and functionality should help you 

explain your plans for ideal design and process.  

 Responsive Design: We are looking for a clean, responsive design that incorporates required 

Washington Performing Arts logo and branding elements. Vendors should design for our ability 

to adjust or modify responsive views on individual pages or templates.  

 

 Administrative Dashboard: The administrative portion of the CMS shall be accessible to content 

contributors and feature displays showing items that require attention or approvals (depending 

on admin permissions), and recent activity logs. Content publishers must have access to 

standard page templates, and the ability to preview changes prior to pushing something live on 

the site. Features must include options to: 

o schedule posting and automation for content expiration 

o detail broken links and the referring page location 

o rename image folders within their hierarchy 

o use SSL certificates to encrypt data contained in site transmissions 

 

 Pages and Widgets: Pages should load on an average of 1.5 seconds of less. Content staff must 

be able to place widgets or content blocks on page templates (calendars, search, social media 

share tools, etc.). Widgets should have some settings to customize their look and function to 

meet specific needs. 

 

 Automatic Site Map: The site should automatically create and update a sitemap and on-page 

breadcrumbs when content is added, edited, or removed from the site. 

 



 

 Site-wide Alert: Implement an across-site alert function to report emergency notifications, on-

sales, etc., regardless of what page a user is on (homepage, secondary, etc.).  

 

 Imagery: Design elements should include a standard size for background images, photographs, 

logos, and buttons that are easily updated or swapped out by our staff at any time and without 

incurring any additional implementation or update charges. Slideshows of multiple images with 

captions and alt text should be possible within the image management section of the CMS. The 

on-site image storage application should allow for unlimited levels of folders. Additionally, we 

would like the option for altering some image properties to better associate or disassociate 

width and height, border color, border width, image alignment, margins, and application of CSS 

classes from overall website styles. 

 

 Security: We require reliable data security protections to prevent and address instances of 

hacking and phishing. We expect unique CMS password logins for each user. We currently use 

and want to continue to utilize reCAPTCHA functionality for submitting order, application, group 

sales or other online forms. 

 

 Subscription preferences for email updates and push out notifications 

 

 Interactive Maps: Since we do not have a venue of our own and operate in spaces throughout 

the Washington, D.C. region we want the option to include mapping tools on pages to embed 

clickable maps or images with multiple hyperlinked points. 

 

 Video and Slideshare: The redesign should include iFrame functionality to embed videos and 

Slideshare documents, or other applications within HTML pages. Document storage in the CMS 

should allow for storage of any type of file. 

 Site Search: Search should be contained exclusively within the Washington Performing Arts site 

and not outsourced to an external page. CMS should permit access to site search statistics. 

 

 Calendar: Calendar events should be filterable by category, a start date, and an end date, and 

include ability to search for keywords. Layout should provide space for full descriptions including 

the ability to post images or video. 

 

 Blogging: Redesign should include creation of a space for an on-site blog to be written by 

different individuals or departments within our organization as a way to elevate our curatorial 

voice and deepen background content for our programs and performances. Functionality should 

include option to include images/slideshows and embed YouTube or social media videos, social 

media sharing tool widgets, the ability to tag or categorize posts, and a commenting function (to 

be turned off as needed). 

 

 Staff and Board Directories: A directory with unlimited levels of divisions, departments, and 

groups, with options for expanded staff biographies and images. We want to demonstrate, 

through use of imagery, our organizational culture and staff and our patron service standards of 



 

warm welcome. Email addresses associated with directory listings will be automatically 

obscured for security.  

 

 

VII. RFP Response Guidelines 

The closing date and hour for receipt of the proposal is February 15, 2023, at 5 p.m. Eastern Time. 

All vendors must submit the following information via email. Fax and mail submissions will not be 

considered. 

a. Letter of interest. As noted above in the statement on Organizational Diversity, 

Washington Performing Arts values and prioritizes diversity, equity, and inclusion at all 

levels. Please include information on your company’s diversity, equity, and inclusion 

policies as well as examples of this work in action.  

b. Description of work required to complete the scope of work as described in Sections V 

and VII, including how the project will be phased and managed 

c. A schedule of deliverables, interim products, and reports, and your recommended 

approval process for project deliverables/tasks 

d. Company background including how long the company has been in business, brief 

description of the company’s size and organization 

e. Participation of key support and technical staff, including estimates of time and cost 

breakdown by task for each key participant in the project. 

f. Description of relevant experience and qualifications for each person involved in the 

project.  

g. Detail guarantees of customer support as well as a service escalation process during the 

contracted period and post “go-live.” 

h. List of at least four (4) relevant client references including contact name, organization 

name, phone, and email. These references should be able to verify the recent 

experience of each person involved in the proposal for this project. 

i. Share examples of at least four (4) websites developed by the Vendor that are similar in 

scope 

j. Certification of applicable insurance, licensing 

k. Please share non-profit discounted pricing and break pricing down by project phases if 

appropriate. Include description and costs of ongoing technical support, and any 

recommended retainer, annual hosting, or subscription fees if applicable. These should 

include hourly billing rates for work that could be utilized post “go-live.” 

l. Additional optional cost estimate(s) of any functionality items identified in this RFP that 

exceed the project budget.  

 

VIII. Q&A Process 

Washington Performing Arts will accept questions about the RFP and redesign through 5:00 p.m. 

Eastern Time on January 31, 2023. Questions must be directed via email to Scott Thureen at 

sthureen@washingtonperformingarts.org and must be labeled “Washington Performing Arts 

mailto:sthureen@washingtonperformingarts.org


 

Website Redesign.” Telephone calls will not be accepted. Each inquiry must include the inquirer’s 

name, firm, telephone number and email address. Each inquiry should reference the RFP page 

number and section to which it relates. All questions received before the deadline will be compiled 

for response. 

IX. Evaluation Criteria 

The following elements will be considered on a weighted basis in evaluating proposals for selecting 

the consultant for this project:  

 Quality of proposed approach to project 

 Successful non-profit experience, including input from clients  

 Competency of firm or individual, including reputation and integrity. Explain your firm’s 

experience with programming capabilities 

 Professional background and success of key personnel assigned to this redesign 

 Ability to work within deadlines and to develop mutually agreed dates for deliverables 

 Values alignment with equity, diversity, inclusion, and accessibility 

 Long-term strategic outlook and partnership with Washington Performing Arts 

 The contract will be awarded to the responsible, responsive firm whose proposal, 

conforming to this solicitation, will be most advantageous to Washington Performing Arts, 

price and other factors considered 

 

X. Presentations 

We will schedule in-person or web-based interviews with the top four companies based on 

satisfying the evaluation above criteria. Scott Thureen will reach out to the main contact at each of 

the selected companies not later than March 6, 2023, to schedule a mutually beneficial time during 

March 14-20, 2023, for presentations with the Washington Performing Arts Website Redesign Team. 

XI. Selection Process 

After the interviews, the Website Redesign Team shall recommend the successful vendor, based on 

the outcome of the interview process, and contact references from March 21 to 24, 2023. 

Washington Performing Arts reserves the right to make an award, not to make an award, or to 

cancel this RFP either before or after the date of the RFP response deadline. All vendors submitting 

a response to this RFP will be notified in writing of the award of a contract if and when an award is 

made. If no award is made, all vendors will be notified accordingly. For the purposes of this RFP, an 

award shall be deemed to have been made upon the completion of contract negotiations. 

 

Contact Information: 

For questions or clarifications about this RFP, please direct communications to Scott Thureen at 

sthureen@washingtonperformingarts.org 

 


